Minnesota’s energy efficiency industry is thriving. Let’s keep it that way.

More than 46,000 people work in Minnesota’s growing energy-efficiency sector. Energy efficiency jobs:

- are woven throughout Minnesota’s economy, from manufacturing to professional services to engineering
- include a range of professions; twenty-four are shown here

From design and construction to weatherization work, Minnesota’s energy efficiency workforce matters.

Energy efficiency improves quality of life. It:

- creates jobs
- grows the economy
- saves Minnesotans money on their energy bills, helping balance family budgets

Please support policies and programs that will help keep Minnesota’s energy efficiency workforce strong.
Introducing a few of the 46,000+ Minnesota energy efficiency pros

Sarah Wolbert, Piecework Design, Saint Paul, MN District: MN04
Nick VanDuzee, Centerpoint Energy, Minneapolis, MN District: MN05
Wes Petersen, Center for Energy and Environment, Minneapolis, MN District: MN05
Kevin Brauer, Home Performance Strategies, Minneapolis, MN District: MN05
Paul Cole, Center for Energy and Environment, Minneapolis, MN District: MN05
Dana Thorgrimson, Center for Energy and Environment, Minneapolis, MN District: MN05
Patrick Mathwig, Center for Energy and Environment, Falcon Heights, MN District: MN04
Peter Gens, Sustainable Resources Center, Minneapolis, MN District: MN05
Justin Lindall, Community Action Partnership of Ramsey & Washington Counties, Saint Paul, MN District: MN04
Julie Amundson, Industrial Louvers, Inc., Andover, MN District: MN06
Tanuj Gulati, Energy Insight, Inc., Waconia, MN District: MN06
Joe Plummer, Franklin Energy, Minneapolis, MN District: MN05
Bob Staples, United Community Action Partnership, Hancock, MN District: MN07
Kristen Syverud, Center for Energy and Environment, St. Paul, MN District: MN04
Thor Bjork, Xcel Energy, Minneapolis, MN District: MN05
Matt Kazinka, Lake Street Council, Minneapolis, MN District: MN05
Bill Dixon, Minnesota Dept. of Commerce, Bemidji, MN District: MN08

I help communities engage in energy efficiency.

Jenny Edwards, Center for Energy and Environment, Minneapolis, MN District: MN05

[I am a] senior energy engineer.

Tanuj Gulati, Energy Insight, Inc., Waconia, MN District: MN06
Introducing a few of the 46,000+ Minnesota energy efficiency pros

Lisa Britton, Industrial Louvers, Inc., Minneapolis, MN District: MN05

Paul Morin, The Energy Conservatory, Minneapolis, MN District: MN05

Shawn White, Xcel Energy, Minneapolis, MN District: MN05

Ariane Laxo, HGA Architects and Engineers, Saint Paul, MN District: MN04

I help commercial clients set high EE goals for their projects.